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ABOUT US
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Trenic Industries PTY Ltd was established in 2002
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BBBE

CONTRIBUTION

Trenic Industries PTY LTD was established in 2002, and

base and giving them a wide variety of best of breed items from

appointed as a Plantronics headset reseller, servicing the South

leading manufacturers globally to choose from.

African call center and back office market.

By 2006 Trenic Industries was offering Audio and Video
conferencing solutions as well as VOiP telephony headsets,

Changes within the ICT sector quickly gave way for the need to
supply headsets and related products, including VOiP telephony
products, to an ever changing landscape where headsets were
being used not only in the call center space, but by users with
integrated soft-phone applications.

Trenic rapidly established itself as a value added reseller, offering
support and services on all of the products it supplied, and by
2005 had a full time technical team supporting its ever growing
user base.

THE HANDS-FREE

With clients requiring many different applications to suite their
environments and budgets, Trenic introduced multiple headset
brands to its offering, increasing our ability to service our client

further enhancing its product offering.
Changes in the ICT charter in 2016 meant the launch of Trenic
Technologies PTY Ltd, a level 2 BEE contributor.
Trenic Technologies has already established itself as an
Authority within the Unified Communications and Outsource call
center space, with a growing list of large end users, backed by
the experience, efficiency and creativity that Trenic has become
synonymous with.

Our Mission
• To be Africa’s Handsfree Authority
• To provide unparalleled service
• To Exceed Our customers expectations

COMMUNICATION AUTHORITY
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Our Headset
Brands
We offer communication solutions that integrate across multiple devices, enabling
you to connect, where, when, and how you want. Trenics product offering gives you
the broadest range of headsets and headphones from the worlds leading brands to
suite every application.

Passion for excellence
communication in motion
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®
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Audio & Video
Conference
Solutions
The need to collaborate one on one or as a group globally has become
the norm within the world today. Trenics range of leading audio and
video communication devices enable you to connect wherever and

Collaborate
Wherever You Are

whenever you want, bringing users closer than they ever were before.
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Dictaphone
Solutions
The need to record and capture meetings and conversations has
become a standard within businesses today, whether recording
personal thoughts or large meetings, Trenic has a solution for
every application.

Hear Every Word
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Cardo
Systems
Cardo Systems is the global leader in wireless communication systems

Ride, Communicate,
Be Entertained

for Motorcyclists, offering an unparalleled experience for single or group
riders, enabling you to ride, communicate and be entertained.

communication in motion

®

Audio Powered by
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VOiP
Phones
Business’s today require cost effective, practical telephony solutions
that meet their needs and their budgets. Trenics wide range of IP
telephony products offer mobile and desk top solutions
from global leading brands.

Reliable Practical
Solutions
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SERVICES
The Trenic Care and Service Programmes include a host of features
and services including rentals, financing and on-site maintenance.
These services can be tailored to suite your businesses exact
requirements, taking into account your budgets and business
processes. We have a highly qualified and experienced sales team
backed by a dedicated in-house and mobile technical team for
on-site services.

SUPPORT
With over 20 years of experience in handsfree and
telecommunications space, Trenic is ideally positioned
to offer you full end to end support from your purchase decision
through to the back up, maintenance and repair of all of the
products and services we provide. Our highly skilled and innovative
team will ensure that we support you every step of the way.

NATION WIDE DELIVERY
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NATION WIDE MOBILE
SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
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